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Context

Strong focus on building 

development tools using: 
▪Conceptual Models, 
▪DSLs on the Web &,
▪code generation for different domains.

HQ in Seville, Spain.

https://metadev.pro

https://metadev.pro/


Problems found

▪Lack of pure Web modeling 
environments

▪Lack of tools for Web Components 

▪Lack of DSL oriented to prototype UI 
for Web Components



Quid is a web-based tool for prototyping User Interfaces

▪WYSIWYG style editing with real time feedback
▪Web IDE: Text-based, indented language, colored syntax, 

code completion.
▪Oriented to Web Components
▪Provides an extensible catalog of components
▪With direct code generation for popular frameworks
▪Fully web-based (no local install is needed)



Demonstration Time

https://quid.metadev.pro

https://quid.metadev.pro/
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Technical Details

▪ Core metamodeling framework based on Essential 
(http://pjmolina.com/essential) 

▪ Core technology able to create other DSLs in a fast & cheap way

▪ Fully implemented in TypeScript & Angular

▪ Able to transform models & generate code either browser or 
server-side

▪ Zero install required. SaaS model. Working in all major 
evergreen browsers

http://pjmolina.com/essential


Use Cases

1. Define & compose components for fast prototyping of UI 
(Atomic design)

2. Form Design

3. Selection of a closed catalog of components (Company’s own 
palette) to enforce common look & feel UI

4. Custom code generation for arbitrary architectures and 
language stack

5. Quid interpreter to render the UI on 3rd-party applications



Industrial Usage

▪ Quid Technology is been used commercially at Everis for generating UI 
for an international Bank’s applications.

▪ DSL was extended to capture additional presentation logic in the domain

▪ Control Palette was customized to the bank’s set of components.

▪ A full custom code generation was implemented to generate 80% of the 
code needed for the Bank’s front-end technology stack.

▪ Metadev roadmap includes extending functionality based on customers 
feedback and apply the web-based DSL approach to other domains.
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